SUCCESS...NOTHING ELSE

#EliteLearningEliteWay
‘Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never cease to grow.’

- Anthony J. D’Angelo Quotes.

Asta of Elite Business School, it’s my pleasure not only because it’s my passion but also because I enjoy the company of my dearly loved students as well as our talented and dedicated lecturers and administrative staffs who keep me energized in building a better future for all stakeholders.

Elite is one institution which has made a great difference in its qualitative journey over the past 6 years. Our students are our hopes and dreams. Just as parents want the best for their child, we are indeed happy to be working as a team to ensure that students are given the right knowledge to face future challenges. Education is not just a process of giving knowledge for a high profiled job but a lifelong process which creates an understanding of moral and ethical values to guide and make our students morally upright citizens of the country.

At Elite Business School, we are deeply committed to ensuring that every day, each and every student has the attention and care of our devoted and professional staff. We work to foster a school environment that is supportive and encouraging for students. We provide an exemplary educational experience that nurtures an international perspective developed through the different internationally recognized challenging programs we run at the school. Not only do our students demonstrate excellent academic progress and achievement while at Elite Business School, but they also become better citizens in life and demonstrate good qualities of integrity, leadership, adaptability, resilience, and true compassion for others.

We are a vibrant independent school and truly an exceptional community. We strive to create a conducive and safe environment where students can have fun while challenging themselves academically. At Elite Business School, we value the individual and we work to help students achieve their highest potential. One of our goals is to build our student’s self-confidence so they feel prepared to succeed in life.

I encourage you to visit our website and social networking pages and explore our programs online and most importantly you are welcome to visit our campus and meet with our team who will be happy to assist and advise you.

Mrs. Leena Pem Sewpaul
WHY STUDY IN MAURITIUS

❖ Upcoming hub of International Education
❖ Courses accredited by UK recognized bodies
❖ Courses Delivery is regulated by Mauritius Qualification Authority (MQA) and Tertiary Education Commission (TEC)
❖ EDUCATION EXPENSE and COST OF LIVING are equivalent to Tier 1 cities of INDIA
❖ Apart from English advantage to get pro with French
❖ LEVEL-A Country for easy pathway programs to Canada, UK, US, NEW ZEALAND
❖ Truly international destination in paradise famous for its Tourism
❖ Industry Exposure inform of INTERNSHIP while studying
❖ Student Teacher Ratio of 1:30 for better understanding and guidance
❖ Easy visa process within 30 days of application for international students

WHY CHOOSE ELITE BUSINESS SCHOOL

❖ Elite is a private Tertiary education institute and its courses are TEC and MQA approved.
❖ Elite is situated at the center of the country at Ebene which is a Business hub and heart of Mauritius and easy to commute from any part of Mauritius.
❖ The infra around is very modern and less crowded in comparison to Port Louis [Capital]
❖ Elite has air conditioned classrooms equipped with computers and projector and a glass board with capacity of 20-30 students in one class.
❖ Elite believes in student teacher ratio for a better delivery of the academics. The maximum ratio that management has decided is for 1:30.
❖ Regular internal assessments done to measure the level of understanding during the delivery of program.
❖ Every program time table has a supervised class work and study hours so that students don’t have to stress much about the academics when they are not in Elite.
❖ To have a healthy and productive environment Elite takes a monthly feedback of the lecturers from the students to monitor the performance.
❖ Facilities like water cooler, air condition, tea and coffee machine and WIFI are available within the campus.
❖ Achieved top paper awards and quality delivery awards from the accredited bodies since 2015.

Since 2011 Elite has grown as a quality education provider and it’s still in a growing stage, with due time we are in process of collaborating with many international universities from UK, New Zealand, Switzerland, Canada etc. for different professional courses in-country as well as pathway programs. Elite students have secured best of results on many professional exams till date and which is making our partners to have a strong faith and continue the business relationship in a broader way. Elite is always looking forward to give best guidance and career to local as well as international students to be successful in Global Market and make their own identity.
Travel, tourism & hospitality are some of the world’s biggest industries, with the World Tourism Organization recently estimating that around one job in ten now depends on this fast-growing sector.

The Confederation of Tourism & Hospitality was established in 1982 to provide recognized standards of management training for the needs of the hotel and travel industries, via its syllabi and awards. These have been continuously developed to ensure that they are relevant and up to date. This has been carried out under the careful supervision of experts in all aspects of the hotel, tourism and travel industries.
Education is all about self-empowerment, dedication, visionary approach and ambitious implementation of knowledge, experience, personality and motivation.

Being a student of Confederation of Tourism and Hospitality at Elite Business School is one of my phenomenal experiences I ever had during the phase of my educational career.

The inspirational guidelines, encouraging support and incredible friendly attention and care of Mrs. Leena Pem Sewpyal Maan and all lecturers have evolved a strong foundation and strength to make me able to stand on this position.

I am so glad to be a part of Elite Business School and want to thank whole Elite team for having faith and belief in me and helping me for my every difficult time on this foreign land.

Roshan Kumar SAH - Distinction Holder in Level 4 in 2017
I’m Kiady, I come from Madagascar and I came to Mauritius to study Business Management (ABE – UK).

At first, it’s been a different world for me as the language is not the same, the fact that I’m from a francophone country. It was difficult for me to communicate in English. My first institution did not assist me, where unfortunately I did not succeed in some modules. I also encountered many difficulties with my “Student Visa”.

However Elite’s door got widely open and I have been received with an open arm and heart at ELITE Business School. This is where the positive step to better future began.

The professionalism of all the staffs and tutors has given me the courage to dream high. They were always besides me whenever I needed them in my good and difficult moments. After achieving excellent grades, first I would like to thank God from deep down my heart for all he has given to me; my family and my fiancé, for assisting me during my studies, Mrs. Leena Pem Sewpaul, Director of ELITE Business School, who encouraged and motivated me to continue my studies and graduate with flying colours, ELITE Staffs and team for the warm welcome, all tutors, especially Mrs. Marie Lourdes for her continuous and constant support, MQA and the Governments authorities of Mauritius for giving me the chance to stay in Mauritius for my studies, with their studies in Mauritius to join ELITE Business School without any fear, doubt or hesitation. I am a product of this institution.

I am Naveen Kumar from India. I have completed my Level 4 in ABE Program and about to complete Level 5 and then looking forward for pursue Level 6. Studying in EBS is Enriching and making me more appropriate to have a concrete career in future.
IS THIS SUITABLE FOR ME

ACCA You should choose this qualification if you want to become a professional accountant and have the choice of working in any type of accountancy sector, either in your own country or other countries around the world.

DO I JUST NEED TO PASS EXAMS TO BECOME ACCA QUALIFIED?

No. You will also need to complete three years’ relevant practical experience and achieve 13 performance objectives. Don’t forget, you will also need to complete the Professional Ethics module too.
UNIVERSITY DEGREE

HEO is recognized by many universities in the UK and overseas for entrance to a Master’s degree program. Visit [www.bcs.org/heq](http://www.bcs.org/heq) for a full list.

HEQ - THE BENEFITS

- Quality assured
- Flexible structure
- Cost effective
- Study at your own pace
- Internationally recognized
- Complete and relevant
- Degree equivalent
- BCS approved providers
- Dedicated support team
- Allows entry to Master’s program in selected universities

LEVEL OF ATTAINMENT

There are three levels of HEQ:

- Certificate in IT
- Diploma in IT
- Professional Graduate Diploma in IT

Each level is a complete qualification and leads to the next level.

The Certificate level provides a thorough grounding in IT essentials and the two higher levels allow students to choose the modules that suit their career paths.
RUGHOOA Priyesh

Rughooa Priyesh (BCS 2016-18 at EBS): Top Candidate in Mauritius for IT Project Management, Top Candidate in Mauritius for the Certificate in IT examinations 2017, Top Candidate in Mauritius for the Diploma in IT examinations 2017

Elite Business School truly provided me with one of the best experience of university life. The faculty and staffs at this institution are at top rate.

DOORGAH Munpreet

DOORGAH Munpreet (BCS 2016-18 at EBS) Topped in 2016 and also Topped in 2017 in Knowledge Based System Module.

Offering excellent facilities and guidance, Elite offers a high-standard learning atmosphere. I wish to take this as an opportunity to extend my gratitude to the entire staff and lecturers of Elite Business School.

COOTHOPERMAL

Hema

Hema Coothopermal (BCS 2016-18 at EBS) Topped in Principles of User Interface Design Module.

I saw the capacity of lecturers, their bonds with each other, their commitment to work together to create opportunities for students.

FOK CHAK Emmanuel

Emmanuel Fok Chak (BCS Final Year Student from Elite Business School)

Here at EBS all fine details are scrutinize to provide you with an Elite team of Lecturers and Staff. The best part is that students (Like me) are the one who benefit the most from that great journey.

JUGGOO Hanshinee

Hanshinee Jugoo (BCS 2016-18 at EBS) Topped in 2017 in Database System

At EBS, your professional life starts right from the institution. Their combination of a good theoretical curriculum with proper practical prepares you for the real world from the get-go.
Learn a foreign language

Learn a foreign language, be multilingual & make your guests comfortable in your country.
Life at Elite Business School
Elite Business School provides the counselling you need by delivering industry-oriented education to ensure your trust, investments, efforts, knowledge and dreams are honored, for your professional future.

Miss Jaleela Hassennally, Winner Miss India Worldwide Mauritius 2016 and Brand Ambassador of EBS